S70 RANGE
S70 is compact man-on board sweeper suitable to clean medium and large spaces both inside and outside.
The S70 frame is made by iron and, moreover, a perimeter moulding defends the risk points. The very careful
design gives to S70 solidity and unity without renouncing to comfort. Aspiration, filtrating surface and filters these three features, are the very essence of a motor-sweeper. They have always been an essential point and
S70 has a high aspiration due to the high fun’s rotation speed and to the large filtrating surface; this is realised
with 6 cylindrical filters which total surface is of 6 m² with an electric buzzer for a more efficient and deep
cleaning. The tip-up bonnet makes easy any maintenance, minimised thanks to the easy and regular structure
of S70. The refuse container has an effective capacity of 62 litres and can be easily removed thanks to a
wheeled frame.
Equipped with:
 Anti-knock right side brush
 Right side brush engaging lever (next
to the operator)
 Perimetral bumpers and angular front
wheels
 Comfortable control panel
 Adjustable seat
 Lift-flap pedal
 Service and parking break
 Suction lock
 Filters electric buzzer
 Refuse container capacity 62 litres
 Flashing light
 Hour counter
SE70
S70
SD70
 Horn
5128
5129
5130
CODE
 Superplastic rubber wheels
MAIN BRUSH WIDTH
 Liftings hooks
700mm
700mm
700mm
Ø 285
 Centrifuge clutch for cold engine
MAIN BRUSH WIDTH +
920mm
920mm
920mm
1 BRUSH RH
starting (model S70 / SD70)
MAIN BRUSH WIDTH +
 Battery level indicator (model SE70)
1150mm
1150mm
1150mm
2 BRUSH RH & LH
MAX FORWARD SPEED
MAX. CLEANING
CAPACITY
(WITH 2 SIDE BRUSHES)
MAX GRADIENTS IT
CAN WORK ON
TRACTION
TRANSMISSION
WHEELS

CURVATURE RADIUS
FILTERING SURFACE
(NO 6 DUST FILTERS)
CONTAINER CAPACITY
MAX LENGTH WITH
CONTAINER
MAX WIDTH
HEIGHT
WEIGHT WITHOUT
BATTERIES

1.72 m/s

2.13 m/s

2.13 m/s

6200 mq/h

7700 mq/h

770 mq/h

12%
(20% optional)

14%
(20% optional)

14%
(20% optional)

Back wheels

Front wheels

Front wheels

Electric

Oleodynamic

Oleodynamic

Standard non- Standard wheels Standard wheels
marking wheels
1450mm

1450mm

1450mm

6mq

6mq

6mq

62L

62L

62L

1430mm

1430mm

1430mm

910mm

910mm

910mm

1140mm

1140mm

1140mm

260kg

300kg

310kg

Optional:
 Reverse acoustic buzzer 100dB
 Overhead protection
 Polyester filters
 Left side brush
 Electric Assisted Discharge Device of
dust container DSA - a new assisted
discharge device of the dust container
until 1.100 mm higher and with the
possibility to unload the content in a
plastic bag (can be ordered with
machine only)

(Recommended for surfaces from 2.500 to 4.000 m2)

